A nonlinear model predictive control strategy is presented for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) trajectory determination. The objective is to find optimal paths in the atmosphere by maximizing the UAV's energy (kinetic and potential) over a finite but receding horizon. The main assumption is that the updraft distribution is unknown, creating a realistic situation. The updrafts are only estimated online using standard on-board inertial sensors. Real-time implementation of the algorithm is shown to be possible in principle. height of aircraft's mass center in an inertial frame γ = flight path angle of aircraft ψ = heading angle of aircraft V = aircraft airspeed α = angle of attack φ = bank angle of aircraft m = mass UAV S = wing area UAV ρ = air density g = gravitational acceleration W x = value of horizontal wind velocity in x direction W y = value of horizontal wind velocity in y direction W h = value of vertical thermal updraft velocity h e = weight-specific energy height
NOMENCLATURE
x, y, h = components of horizontal position and height of aircraft's mass center in an inertial frame γ = flight path angle of aircraft ψ = heading angle of aircraft V = aircraft airspeed α = angle of attack φ = bank angle of aircraft m = mass UAV S = wing area UAV ρ = air density g = gravitational acceleration W x = value of horizontal wind velocity in x direction W y = value of horizontal wind velocity in y direction W h = value of vertical thermal updraft velocity h e = weight-specific energy height F L = aerodynamic lift of aircraft C L = coefficient of aerodynamic lift D = aerodynamic drag of aircraft C D = coefficient of aerodynamic drag J = cost function t 0 = initial time control horizon t f = terminal time control horizon x(t) = state vector u(t) = control vector E = terminal cost L TSP = stage cost TSP method L PVH = stage cost PVH method β c = scaling factor stage/terminal cost A = cost at discretization point d = distance between locations (PVH) P = set with penalized locations (PVH) H = set with predicted locations t rh = receding horizon interval t hor = prediction horizon length V up = sufficient updraft strength h safe = safe altitude for heuristic search TSP t search = heuristic search time TSP l = spread PVH function t del = PVH delay before storing locations t PVH = interval storing PVH locations n ini = amount a priori neurons (GRNN, PVH) n w = weight a priori neurons (GRNN, PVH) t GRNN = interval adding neurons to GRNN σ = spread GRNN
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the promise of better endurance for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), techniques to extract energy from the atmosphere are highly beneficial to help loitering of UAVs. One form of energy, coming from thermals, is a largely unexploited resource in the atmosphere, and this form of energy is currently only utilized, in an effective way, by soaring birds and glider pilots [1, 2] . There is a great amount of energy that is waiting to be harvested. However, an automatic and, most importantly, optimal way to find and use this form of energy without having any prior knowledge of the atmosphere has yet to be developed. Autonomous optimal soaring is therefore an area of keen interest.
The main advantage of using an optimal energy search method is that the endurance of a UAV can be increased. This can reduce fuel consumption or increase battery life. Therefore, the UAVs can have better performance for a diverse set of purposes, such as area surveillance, rescue searching, border patrol, and commercial advertising [3] . In the future, they might also be used to harvest the energy from the atmosphere (both from updrafts and horizontal winds) to generate electric power to be injected directly into the electrical grid [4] .
Previous work on UAV energy harvesting by autonomous soaring around thermals has been done using classical control methods, e.g., using a proportional-integral controller [5] . A variety of search approaches have been employed for UAV control, such as navigating through the environment by using a heuristic search called the A * algorithm [6] . Other research in this field includes optimizing an energy-efficient path through a thermal in two dimensions [7] and using an adaptive controller [8] . Research has also been conducted on the estimation of atmospheric energy. A set of algorithms for thermal data measurement were flight tested and reported in [9] . The surrounding parameters, such as updraft velocity, radius, and position, were estimated and reported in [10] . Other studies on soaring UAV control focus on the shear effects of the horizontal wind for long-endurance flights [11] [12] [13] . The majority of previous research has revolved around thermal-centering methods [5, 14] , often with a predefined thermal model and an estimated updraft distribution over the flight region of the UAV [7] . Thermal-centering control was recently flight tested and reported in [15] . Various algorithms, such as Kalman filtering [16] or particle filtering [17] , are utilized for the wind speed estimation. Other research on UAV energy extraction also combines a horizontal wind field with updrafts [18, 19] . However, the updraft models in the majority of previous works are static (i.e., with no change throughout the duration of the UAV's flight), hence control for energy harvesting can be unrealistic. Another difference is that no special equipment (i.e., forward sensing infrared thermal cameras [20] ) is assumed to be integrated on the UAV; we assume that only inertial measurement unit (IMU) readings are used to measure the UAV position and that airspeed is measured via standard on-board sensors.
We propose a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) method to find high-energy locations in the atmosphere. The NMPC problem is set up such that the controller continuously computes the trajectory that maximizes the total energy gained by the UAV. For the optimal control problem defined in an NMPC framework, a three degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) UAV model is used.
We use a 3DOF rather than a 6DOF model because 6DOF models require more computational power and have only been validated by simple environmental simulations [5] . Two different exploration strategies are used to search for energy (updrafts) in an environment that has a thermal distribution with a negative average magnitude, where a UAV with a pure random flight will lose energy. First, a heuristic search is proposed, which uses NMPC to follow a trajectory that is generated in conjunction with the solution of a traveling salesman problem (TSP) [21] . The second search method uses NMPC to steer the UAV to high-energy locations while penalizing the UAV for traveling toward points it has already visited; we call this the penalized visited history (PVH) method. To obtain a good estimate of the updrafts distribution required by the NMPC scheme, a generalized regression neural network (GRNN) is used.
The novelty of this paper is the application of NMPC for the UAV to solve the energy-harvesting task with no support of vision-based equipment. Only an IMU and airspeed sensors are used. We demonstrate the feasibility of the combination of NMPC with online updraft estimation by simulation. The computation time required by our proposed control system is shown to be small enough to be applied in real-time, which is promising for further applications. Additionally, we show the controller's inherent robustness via simulations in a dynamic (time-varying) atmospheric scenario.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the problem setup of the NMPC strategy is presented, including the 3DOF mathematical model of the UAV and the constraints used within the NMPC algorithm. Section III describes the cost function definitions and the search strategies employed for the optimal control of the UAV. Section IV explains the online atmosphere estimation technique that is used. Section V presents a simulation study, which introduces the test environment and a short comparison of the computation time of the 3DOF versus 6DOF model in the NMPC algorithm. The heuristic search based on the TSP method and a search based on the PVH method, both combined with the online atmosphere estimator, are then presented and compared. Finally, the crosswind influence is introduced for a more realistic and challenging simulation. We present conclusions in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The main objective of our autonomous problem can be described as: find an optimal path toward high-energy locations such that the total (kinetic and potential) energy gained by the UAV is maximized while keeping the computation time for the solution of the resulting optimal control problem small to enable real-time implementation. This objective is achieved by the following procedure:
1) The UAV obtains the current location and velocity via an IMU and airspeed sensor and computes the updraft velocity on that location (based on an internal model). 2) The atmosphere estimator generates the updraft distribution picture from the collected updraft velocity data.
3) The embedded computer calculates an optimal trajectory by solving the nonlinear, constrained optimal control problem using the UAV dynamical model interconnected with the atmosphere estimator model. 4) As in receding horizon control, the first control action is applied to the UAV for the duration of a time step, and when this time step is finished, the process is repeated from step 1.
A complete NMPC framework is displayed in Fig. 1 , from which readers can intuitively understand how our feedback system works that contains NMPC, GRNN, and exploration algorithms.
A. NMPC
NMPC is an advanced feedback control method that predicts the change in the dependent variables of the modeled system. The controller minimizes a cost function by computing a sequence of optimal control inputs and the resulting optimal trajectory for a UAV model with constraints over a finite horizon. Only the first control input of the sequence is then applied to the UAV. At the next time step, the calculations are repeated starting from the current state, obtaining new control inputs as well as a new predicted trajectory.
Another approach that can be found in the literature is reinforcement learning (RL), which is often compared with dynamic programming (DP) strategies [22, 23] . NMPC and RL are similar in the sense that they both provide an optimal input to the system, considering the reward they can obtain (given by a cost function). In our case, the reward is defined as in (1) below and is written as a minimization problem. In a sense, NMPC can be seen as an online DP-like algorithm, which can be seen as a model-based RL algorithm. By using a 3DOF UAV model in NMPC, we can accurately describe the trajectory of the UAV and guarantee that the UAV's flight will satisfy the dynamic constraints that will be described later.
The equation below is employed as the framework in which the UAV equations of motion, associated constraints, and the atmospheric model are incorporated. The optimal control problem can be stated as
subject toẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) and
for all t ∈ [t 0 , t f ], a given t 0 , t f , and a given initial state
is the UAV dynamical model, and x(t) and u(t) are the state and control vector, respectively. Nonavailable states can be estimated using nonlinear estimation techniques (e.g., [24] ). We can divide the cost function in (1a) into two functions
where L(·,·) is the running cost, E(·) is the terminal cost, and β is a weight to scale between the importance of the two. The optimal inputs calculated for a given t 0 , t f , are then defined by
and the predicted states x(t) can be calculated by
(4) Note that in the case study, t 0 = τ s and t f = τ + t hor s are chosen when finding the solution to (1), where τ s is the current (simulation) time, and t hor s is the prediction horizon length.
B. Unpowered Aircraft Model
With the goal of achieving real-time control, a rigid 3DOF UAV model is employed for the optimal control problem. The 3DOF point-mass unpowered flight model consists of six nonlinear ordinary differential equations, including three navigation and three dynamic equations, represented in the inertial coordinate system, with certain rate constraints included to ensure that its performance is realistic. The scalar representation of a UAV model under both vertical atmospheric and horizontal crosswind influence is given bẏ 
The factor of 0.7 on the coefficient of lift is used to discount for the three-dimensional flow effects on a finite-span wing. The zero-lift drag coefficient is assumed to be 0.015 (a typical value is between 0.015 and 0.018). The updraft velocity W h needs to be estimated. For simplicity, the horizontal wind speed (W x and W y ) is assumed nonzero only in the x direction (W y ≡ 0,Ẇ y ≡ 0). The aircraft pitch angle is replaced by the flight path angle and the angle of attack (AOA). We assume that the model has a symmetric structure along the aircraft principal axis, hence the aerodynamic sideslip force is neglected here. Other parameters, corresponding to those of a DG-100 glider, are given in Table I . All other variables are described in the nomenclature section.
In this 3DOF model, the control input vector is defined to be the AOA rate and bank angle rate, i.e.,
The state vector is defined as the six states in the equations of motion together with the AOA and bank angle
One could have selected the AOA and bank angle as the inputs. The AOA rate and bank angle rate are selected as inputs instead so that we are able to put constraints on them in our optimization problem, as discussed next. Table II lists the constraints of the aircraft states employed in the optimal controller, where the bounds of -∞ and ∞ indicate that there is no lower or upper bound, respectively. The area that can be explored is constrained and will be discussed in the simulation study. The angles and the angle rates of the UAV, i.e., AOA, AOA rate, bank angle, bank angle rate, and heading angle, are constrained such that the 3DOF model given in (5) is valid [25, 26] . These constraints are also set to give the plane a smooth flight and to prevent undesirable physical phenomena, Lower Bound Upper Bound
C. Constraints
-45 45 such as stall, to occur. The height h has a constrained minimum equal to 100 m. This prevents the UAV from soaring too close near the ground. Rate constraints are also imposed on input vectors as given in Table III in order to ensure that the UAV stays within the envelope of a realistic flight. Note that all constraints shown here are hard constraints. In a nondeterministic setting, e.g., in the real world, there can be a mismatch between the prediction and the actual flight path of the UAV. However, in our case, the UAV model and the controller's UAV model are equal, which means there will be no mismatch. For implementation on a real UAV, one could think of rewriting some of the constraints as soft constraints.
III. OPTIMAL CONTROL METHODS AND COST FUNCTIONS
We now consider two exploration methods to find high-energy locations in the atmosphere. Both methods minimize the cost function previously stated in (1) and (2) . We first discuss the cost function that is used when no search method is active, followed by two search methods.
A. UAV Not Searching
When the UAV is not searching, e.g., after it found a sufficiently strong thermal, the controller aims to maximize the total energy of the UAV at the end of the prediction horizon. Hence, the optimal controller is designed to maximize the amount of atmospheric energy extracted at the end of the horizon. The stage cost is in this case set equal to zero. The optimal problem is defined as in (1) and (2) with and t f = τ + t hor s, where t 0 = τ s is the current (simulation) time, t hor s is the prediction horizon length, and E (x(t f )) m is the weight-specific energy height, which represents the summation of flight potential and kinetic energy over its weight [27] , with the minus sign ensuring the problem is defined as a minimization problem.
B. UAV With Search Method Active
When the UAV is searching, both methods use the stage cost to either reward or penalize the UAV for going toward certain points in the atmosphere. This means that during the search, a nonzero stage cost replaces (9a). For explanatory reasons, the stage cost during search is shown in its discretized form using the trapezoidal rule as
where N H is the cardinality of H, and
with t 0 = τ s and t f = τ + t hor s, where t rh s is the receding horizon interval, A(a) is a penalty or reward, which will be discussed later, x(i t rh ) m and y(i t rh ) m are the predicted absolute locations of the UAV on the map in x and y direction, respectively, τ s is the current (simulation) time, and t hor s is the prediction horizon length. Note that we always, for both exploration methods, in both the case of searching or not searching use (9b) to try to minimize the loss of potential plus kinetic energy during the flight.
In the following two subsections, we explain in detail how the exploration algorithms work.
1) TSP Method: The idea of the TSP method is that the UAV (a salesman) has to visit all different areas (cities) in the atmosphere (on a map) with the shortest possible path [21] . The heuristic search algorithm is determined by the following conditions: 1) only when the UAV is higher than a safe altitude does the UAV start to consider the search for updrafts (otherwise, the UAV tries to gain altitude first) and 2) a reference direction is generated for the UAV to fly for the given heuristic search time. As listed in Table IV , the heuristic search parameters are selected to stop searching when the updraft found is strong enough for the UAV to extract a sufficient amount of energy. This number will depend on the topology of the atmosphere considered. Table IV 
The TSP method makes use of an adaptive grid, which varies the size of areas on the map between smaller or larger squares, depending on the measurements of the atmosphere. The grid space is coarse when the UAV discovers that the updraft velocity did not reduce or increase much over the past period of time (updraft gradient is low or negative). On the contrary, the adaptive grid will use fine grid size elements when the thermal gradient was strong and positive during the past period of time. This way, the time the UAV spends near a downdraft is reduced, while the search time around updrafts is increased. Compared to a random grid procedure, a systematic method for searching is more robust, as can be found in [25] . We refer the reader to [25] for more details of the TSP method.
When the TSP method is searching, a reference path is generated and the stage cost becomes as (10) and (11), with
where x r m and y r m are absolute reference locations on the map generated via the TSP method. This works as follows: each area has a center location, which will be connected by fitting the shortest possible path through them by using the TSP algorithm [25] . When the search starts, the values for x r m and y r m are determined as the center location of the area closest to the UAV. When the UAV nears this center location, the next area in the trajectory determined by the TSP method, will become the new travel target, i.e., the values for x r m and y r m change to the center location of the next area, which are connected through the solution to the TSP. Note that the terminal cost is always equal to (9b).
2) PVH Method:
The PVH approach will cause the UAV to search for the maximum amount of energy in the atmosphere while penalizing the UAV for traveling to previously visited locations. The stage cost will be used in order to cause the UAV to stay away from certain locations. The PVH method will stop when a sufficiently strong updraft is found, as was the case with the TSP method.
The main idea of the PVH method is to choose a cost function so that the UAV will steer itself toward the desired high-energy location(s). Multiple stage costs and terminal costs can be combined and normalized. In this way, the resulting optimal control problem will result in a balanced decision for the trajectory to be flown. However, in this paper, we will only concentrate on minimizing energy and avoiding locations visited in the past. The terminal cost (9b) is used to fulfill the maximizing energy requirement at the end of the horizon.
When the PVH method is searching, we want to make sure that the stage cost is high when the predicted states are placed close to locations visited in the past. The discrete set that holds the locations visited in the past that are penalized is equal to
where x(i t PVH ) m and y(i t PVH ) m are the absolute location of the UAV on the map in x and y direction, respectively, τ s is the current (simulation) time, t del s is a delay before a location is considered to be penalized, and t PVH s is an interval that decides how often locations are added to P. Note that because i t PVH ≤ τ -t del , all x(i t PVH ) and y(i t PVH ) in the set P are in the past.
We use a Gaussian function to penalize the distance between the predicted locations in set H and the visited locations in set P. A Gaussian function is a smooth curve and is shown in Fig. 2 . The stage cost is as in (10) and (11), with
where A(a) is a penalty for when locations in set H are close to locations in the set P, l m can increase or decrease the width of the function (14) , D(a) is a set holding the distance of a location in the set H to all points in the set P, and d(a, b) m is the distance between a location a m and b m. The UAV's flight is a continuous phenomenon, but its path is stored in the discretized set P. One has to specify the interval t PVH , which decides how fast points are considered to be within this set. If the interval is too large, the UAV may be able to travel between these locations. If the interval is small, the computation time can become prohibitively long, meaning that the time to solve the optimization problem exceeds the sample time of the receding horizon strategy. A balanced choice has to be made here.
The past flight path of the UAV is, however, not directly penalized. This will cause the UAV to have t del s to explore an area of updrafts more carefully before it is pushed away from its location. A downdraft will not be explored because this will cause the UAV to lose energy. The UAV will search until the UAV finds the sufficiently strong updraft. A problem that can arise in the case of a time-varying atmosphere is that a downdraft that was previously visited changes into an updraft. The UAV will not be able to find this updraft because the UAV is penalized for traveling toward this area. Under the assumption that the atmosphere changes slowly in time and the (simulation) time of the UAV is short, this causes no problems. In future research, one could think of reducing the penalty on areas visited far in the past (exponentially) against the flight time.
Because the NMPC strategy proposed here is nonlinear, the UAV could get stuck in a local optimum, i.e., an updraft that does not provide enough energy. Therefore, a UAV that uses the PVH method will not only keep searching new areas by staying away from visited locations, but also get out of local optima that do not provide enough energy.
If the UAV remains at the same position for a longer time, multiple locations in this area will be stored in P. This will cause a heavier penalty for visiting this area than, e.g., going to an area in which the UAV visited only once.
A short prediction horizon t hor is taken to reduce computation times. However, we want that a predicted path can cover a sufficiently large distance from the UAV's current position. Also, a too short horizon would prevent the UAV from being able to turn around toward a previously measured updraft. The value for t hor is chosen such that the UAV is just able to turn around. The chosen parameters for the PVH method can be found in Table V .
IV. ENVIRONMENT ESTIMATOR
The velocity of the updrafts in the atmosphere are unknown to the UAV. The terminal cost function defined in the NMPC problem, which should cause the weight-specific energy height to be maximized at the end of the prediction horizon, uses an estimated mapping of these velocities in order to determine a trajectory for the UAV. In other words, the NMPC scheme will only use measured locations to estimate where the high-energy areas in the atmosphere can be. In practice, these measurements will be received from an IMU. In the simulations, the updraft velocity will be directly obtained from the atmospheric test model, as discussed later. A method is required to make a regression between updraft measurements. We use a GRNN, which is available in the MATLAB Toolbox. GRNNs can generate a so-called picture of the atmosphere as soon as a few updraft estimates are received from the IMU and can update the estimation by forgetting old data. The estimator does not identify thermals as separate entities, but makes a weighted average between measured data using Gaussian functions.
A different method of surface regression uses a Gaussian process (GP) model [28] . A GP model can probably describe the atmosphere with increased accuracy. However, the way a GRNN is used in this paper is more practical because with each measurement, we add a neuron and instantly get an updated estimation of the atmosphere. We get a rough first impression of where the energy in the atmosphere can be. No new estimation of parameters is required, which means no extra computation time. On the other hand, when the neural network increases in size after a long flight, the computation time of the optimization problem can become prohibitively long. In that case, a GP model could be useful to either reduce the number of neurons or replace the GRNN completely with an analytical function of the atmosphere. However, under the assumption that the atmosphere changes slowly in time and the (simulation) time of the UAV is short, the number of neurons remains small enough.
In this study, the UAV is restricted to the updraft velocity data measured via sensors along the flight path only, which is different from the other studies in which aircrafts are assumed to obtain a whole accurate landscape [29] or in which certain special tools are used such as remote-sensing infrared thermal cameras [20] for scenario detecting. This makes the problem more difficult, but reflective of reality. The inertial position and aircraft velocity are provided by an IMU. The aerodynamic parameters (i.e., AOA and the bank angle) are inferred from the dynamic model. Should the project eventually be implemented on a real aircraft, the ability of the algorithm to work without depending on external-support equipment will be desirable.
The predicted trajectory (4) and the GRNN spread are inputs to the network, where the latter is a constant. The updraft of the atmosphere is estimated at the UAV position with a specific time interval. A measurement consists of the absolute x, y location of the UAV combined with the updraft velocity at that location, which are used as weights in the radial basis layer and the special linear layer, respectively. The interval between two measurements is defined as t GRNN s. There is again a trade-off between accuracy and computation time. More measurements will increase the accuracy at the cost of longer computation time. If required, external measurements can easily be added in the GRNN as additional neurons.
For the PVH method, one can manipulate the surface by adding neurons to the network before the UAV starts flying. There are two possibilities. The first possibility is to add neurons to represent a positive (upward) velocity. This way the controller will think that energy is everywhere and therefore it causes the UAV to search the complete atmosphere. When the UAV flies near an a priori added neuron, that neuron will eventually become negligible compared to the larger amount of measurements that will be stored by the UAV during the flight. A second possibility is to add neurons to represent a negative (downward) velocity. Now the controller thinks that the complete atmospheric scenario will only remove potential energy from it. This will cause the UAV to avoid stronger downdrafts than the weight of these a priori added neurons, and the UAV will investigate any area with an upward velocity better than this weight. In short, the UAV will search near and toward areas with vertical velocities larger than the negative velocity of the a priori added neurons.
In this study, we employ neurons with a vertical velocity of 0 m/s. The UAV will therefore search and fly toward areas with positive velocity (greater than 0 m/s). This results in a balance between the two possibilities. The parameters of the estimation method using GRNN are listed in Table VI .
V. SIMULATION STUDY
The Imperial College London Optimal Control Software (ICLOCS) [30] is used to solve the optimal control problem (in conjunction with MATLAB). Assuming there is no horizontal wind influence in the first set of simulations, we used the 3DOF UAV model with W x ≡ 0 for the optimal controller and simulate the trajectory of the UAV. Hence, the UAV is only under the vertical updraft influence, which remains constant throughout the whole flight duration. The closed-loop NMPC results were obtained from implementing the optimal controller in a receding horizon fashion with a sampling time of 2 s.
First, we discuss the atmospheric model. Second, the computation time of the 3DOF model are compared with the 6DOF model of [26] . Third, the TSP and PVH methods are tested in a static environment. Finally, both methods are tested under a horizontal wind disturbance.
A. Atmospheric Test Model
The tested updraft scenario is a modification of MATLAB's peaks function, which varies from previous research [5] where a single or multiple updraft cores (distant enough so that each other's influence can be ignored) are considered. The test area is chosen to be a 4-by-4 km square, which defines x min , x max , y min , and y max as in Table II , equal to -2 km, 2 km, -2 km, and 2 km respectively.
The model employed demonstrates a more difficult problem of multiple updraft cores with different magnitudes and radii, which have overlapping regions of influence. Meanwhile, downdrafts are inserted and the average magnitude of the distribution is set to be negative in order to examine the controller performance in a challenging environment, where a UAV with a purely random flight will on average lose energy.
In addition, normal atmospheric conditions exist with the horizontal crosswind velocity close to zero at the earth surface, while the velocity increases nonlinearly when the altitude rises. This crosswind influence will resemble a more realistic dynamic atmospheric scenario. Assuming that the horizontal wind blows along the x direction and is a function of altitude, we build a wind profile modified from [27] . The horizontal wind speed is peaked at 2.5 m/s, which is one-tenth of the strong wind close to ocean surface. With the definition of
a quadratic crosswind model is given as
where the parameters O = 1.7, h 0 = 1000 m, and G = 0.0025 are modified from [27] in order to simulate a normal horizontal wind condition on flatlands, as shown in Fig. 3 . To take into account the wind influence on the thermal scenario, the updraft/downdraft scenario is assumed to shift itself in entirety in the -x direction with a velocity of W x,max , which is shown in Fig. 4 .
At each location on the atmosphere over time, the vertical velocity is independent of height.
B. Computational Performance of 3DOF and 6DOF Models
A pivotal factor of a good controller is the computation time. The application of our 3DOF model with the interaction strategy allows the computation of the optimal solution to be 10 times faster than the situation where a 6DOF model [26] is used in the controller. Without giving the 6DOF model's details, which can be found in [26] , we compared the average computation time for a solution with 3DOF and 6DOF models. The test bench is a 4-core 3.6GHz CPU, 8GB RAM workstation with MATLAB R2012a 64bit and ICLOCS Ver. 0.2. Figure 5 shows that for four chosen simulation cases using the 6DOF model, it is not possible to compute a solution in less than 2 s, which is the sampling time we selected for all simulations. Using the 3DOF model significantly speeds up the solver. The <2 s computation time of the 3DOF solver suggests that it is fast and in principle feasible to use this optimal energy-harvesting strategy for real-time UAV control if the complete control system is implemented with the help of C + + /Matlab compilers.
C. Performance With Full Atmospheric Knowledge
The performance of the optimal control methods is first tested via simulations of the UAV trajectory with full updraft distribution information in order to check the validity of the NMPC. No online estimation method is employed (not needed) at this stage. The results have been displayed in a previous work [26] . 
D. Performance Without Atmospheric Knowledge (With Updraft Estimation)
We will now first use the TSP method to search for the optimal updraft. Following this, the PVH method is used in the same environment. These simulations will be performed without horizontal wind in contrast to the simulations done in the next section. Many simulations have been run, but we will only show the few that illustrate the properties of both methods in the best way. Fig. 6 is an example of a UAV's trajectory to show how the TSP method works. At 130 s, the UAV traversed and experienced an updraft greater than the heuristic search condition of 2.5 m/s. Thereafter, the UAV proceeded to terminate the heuristic search and relied upon its online estimation of the environment to navigate toward the globally optimal updraft.
1) TSP Method:
2) PVH Method: Fig. 7 is an example of a UAV's trajectory to show how the PVH method works. At first the UAV has to avoid the edge of the region. The UAV identifies a possible updraft between 100 and 150 s and therefore turns around to explore this updraft. The UAV then moves toward higher energy locations by turning around each time it heads toward a downdraft. At 400 s, a downdraft is found, causing the UAV to go in a straight line away from this location. When the simulation has passed 450-500 s, the UAV turns around because it is surrounded by the visited history and cannot pass this region. From this moment until an updraft with a minimal velocity of 2.5 m/s is found, the UAV keeps moving with a high velocity without turning around. This is because the atmosphere does not deliver enough energy to the UAV to suggest that there could be a thermal nearby.
A downside of the method is that the UAV can get trapped within the visited history and/or the edge of the atmosphere. One could reduce the weight of the stage cost to allow the UAV to travel through penalized locations with more ease. Another solution could be to reduce the weight of points or remove points in P depending on how long ago they were added. A last suggestion could be that the history trajectory can be crossed without cost if the UAV passes a region in a quasiperpendicular direction.
Reducing the weight of points will probably reduce computation time because the influence of neurons far away from the UAV will be less, making the optimization problem easier. Removing points from P will reduce computation time because the distance between the UAV and removed points no longer has to be calculated.
E. Performance with Horizontal Wind
The feasibility of NMPC on the soaring UAV was tested in previous sections with the assumption of no horizontal wind. A crosswind component is a better reflection of a real-world situation. Therefore, we tested the optimal control strategy to include unknown crosswind (including as before, an unknown updraft distribution). We compared the performance of the TSP and PVH methods in a 700 s simulation. We again did many tests but here only show the few that illustrate the properties of both methods in the best way. 1) TSP Method: The UAV's trajectory using the TSP search method can be observed in Fig. 8 . The UAV started at 2000 m height. After a 400-s search of the strongest updraft, the UAV succeeded in reaching the optimal point and started soaring around the updraft core. However, when the UAV updates the updraft picture estimated after 60 s, the strongest updraft had already moved away, hence the UAV started to chase the updraft. Analyzing the estimated updraft distribution, the estimation is close to the real environment, particularly the moving center of the strongest updraft core (see Fig. 9 ). This suggests that the UAV succeeds in following the environmental motion.
2) PVH Method: In Fig. 10 , the UAV's trajectory, which started from 1500 m height, is shown for a crosswind scenario. One can see a similar motion for the no-crosswind scenario. The main difference here is that the location of the strongest updraft is moving, which causes the UAV to circle slowly toward the left with the motion of this updraft when near the updraft core. The estimate shown in Fig. 11 indicates that the performance of the PVH method to chase the moving updraft is successful. As already concluded with the TSP method, and because the same strategy is used as in the TSP method to follow the sufficiently strong updraft, the UAV is able to follow the motion of the atmosphere. The total and potential energy of the UAV over time for the TSP and PVH exploration methods in the dynamic environment without prior updraft knowledge over a period of 700 s are shown in Fig. 12 . The results are displayed in the form of weight-specific energy height as is the terminal cost E(.,.) in (9b). The TSP method attempts to search the atmosphere faster than the PVH method, therefore, exchanging potential energy for kinetic energy. This causes the UAV to lose energy faster but travel a greater distance in a shorter amount of time. The PVH method attempts to maximize energy, therefore, moving away from downdrafts and being slowly pushed away from updrafts that do not provide a sufficient amount of energy (by penalizing its history). The UAV loses its energy much slower and can therefore fly for a longer period of time, but it is possible that the sufficiently strong updraft is found at a later time than with the TSP method. Finally, from the trajectory contours as well as the energy exchange result graph, one can see that at the end of search, both methods enable the UAV to discover and chase the desired updraft and therefore extract energy via soaring.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that the application of constrained nonlinear optimal control techniques on UAVs to extract the energy from atmospheric updrafts can be a promising method to enhance flight endurance, loiter time, reduce fuel consumption, and increase battery life. The contribution of the paper is a solution to the energy-harvesting problem in an unknown environment via an NMPC scheme. The solution of such an optimization problem has potential for real-time execution. Furthermore, the problem is practical because the assumption is made that no extra sensors are added to the UAV other than a standard IMU and airspeed sensor. It is shown by simulations that the TSP method with an adaptive grid and the PVH method are both effective strategies in the search of a high-energy location, even in challenging, realistic, and dynamic atmospheric scenarios. The NMPC structure used in this study could be further employed to help the UAV to extract energy also from horizontal wind gradients (dynamic soaring) as well as vertical updrafts. Future work could include an implementation of the proposed method in embedded hardware. The results of this study are also significant as they lend conceptual support to the feasibility of utilizing glider-type aircraft to harvest the naturally occurring energy present in the atmosphere. 
